ALL ABOARD for two great trains, three unique excursions!
Travel with us on one of our nostalgic train rides through the
beautiful Mount Washington Valley and the surrounding White
Mountains of New Hampshire. Whether you choose one of the
Valley Train routes to Conway (55 minutes) or Bartlett (1 3/4
hour), or the legendary Crawford Notch Train trips (5-5 1/2 hours), you'll journey back in time, in the
comfort of our open or enclosed restored passenger cars.

Located in the center of Town,
North Conway, NH
On the Valley Train, you'll depart from the historic North Conway
station, passing through the countryside and mountain ranges,
heading for…
Conway : This 11 mile, 55 minute roundtrip excursion travels south
through farmlands, crossing Moat Brook and the Saco and Swift
Rivers, to Conway, where you can watch the powerful locomotive
"run-around" the train in preparation for the return trip.
Bartlett : This 21 mile, 1 3/4 hour roundtrip ride offers a longer and
more relaxing excursion. Sit back as the "Valley Train" travels
northwest through fields and woodlands, crossing the East Branch,
Saco, and Ellis Rivers. In Bartlett, you can see the locomotive "run
around" the train for the return trip to North Conway.

On the Notch Train, you'll enjoy some of the finest natural
scenery in the East as you travel through spectacular Crawford
Notch - past sheer bluffs, steep ravines, cascading brooks and
streams, panoramic mountain vistas, and across the famed
Frankenstein Trestle and Willey Brook Bridge, enroute to
Crawford Depot or Fabyan Station. The Crawford Notch
excursion allows you the opportunity to re-live a legend of
railroad history, when the first train traveled through Crawford
Notch over 120 years ago. Live commentary includes history
and folklore of the railroad and area, as well as other points of
interest.
Be sure to allow time for a visit to our Brass Whistle Gift Shop, free
Museum, and outdoor display of restored railcars, operating turntable
and roundhouse at the station.

